Now the majority of outside imaging studies we receive for comparison come on CDs, be they pacscube, efilm, or a PACS. Some are DICOM of various shades and some are JPEG. We have difficulty comparing these with our own studies on our PACS. It's usually impossible to view our study and the outside comparison at the same time on one workstation. How do you deal with this? Thanks as always.
ANSWER
How to handle ''external images'' on CD depends to some extent on what your PACS vendor does about ''importing'' images. To make it possible to view imported images along with studies generated on our own systems, we use an approach that is parallel to what we do with films from hospitals outside our system.
As we digitize outside films that are needed for comparison, some of the PACS vendors can support importing studies from CD or DVD. Generally, though, whoever does the importing process (our film librarians handle digitizing film) will have to enter demographic information. Also, the study may show up as a ''DI-COM Secondary Capture'' instead of whatever imaging system generated the images. A good implementation would allow users to fill the DICOM header in with the origin modality type. The DICOM Secondary Capture object has a ''Secondary Capture Module'' that is mandatory, though most attributes in the module are optional (including one that describes the origin modality).
Note that DICOM defines a workstation as a possible secondary capture device, and some systems allow a workstation to read studies from removable media and then send them to the PACS. A PACS vendor might suppport an ''import station'' that is basically a workstation that can support DICOM storage as a service class user. To the PACS, it would just be an-other source of images. The way our ultrasound miniPACS is configured, for example, it allows each workstation to act as an import station for optical discs from our phased-out ultrasound PACS. This provides support for ad hoc database migration (we are converting two years' worth of data and the rest will be imported ad hoc). This method also populates the database of the miniPACS as studies are imported, so they show up as ''priors'' when the database is queried. This process, however, does require some manual intervention (to find and load the disc). On occasion, the patient demographic information also has to be corrected as the name storage format (the discs are in a propriatary format, not DICOM media) is different between the two systems.
I have also heard of a more brute-force method: There are systems that allow printing from media but not importing. The external images can be printed and then entered via a film scanner. This is decidedly less advantageous as you lose the quantitative value of the pixels.
QUESTION
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the KLAS survey of PACS vendors? How come the PACS companies with the largest market share aren't at the top of the survey? Many thanks.
ANSWER
The KLAS folks seem to do a pretty earnest job of surveying users. However, as with any survey, it may have biases. Ideally, a survey organization would like to get ALL users of a system to rate it in various categories. However, if KLAS has typical survey response rates, if they get back 30%, they are doing well. I don't recall if KLAS publishes response rates (they should; it would help the users of their reports give some internal confidence rating to the results).
With many surveys, responses tend to be at the extremes -''evangelists'' who love a system and who give it top ratings in many categories, and those at the other end who are so frustrated or angry with a vendor that they turn in a ''poison pen'' response (particularly if responses are anonymous).
Think of the last time you filled out, say, a hotel survey form when you thought a stay was just average. I try to fill out those forms even for ''neutral'' stays, but I am much more enthusiastic about it if a place has really pleased me, and I definitely turn one in when I am angry about a problem that was not resolved to my satisfaction.
There is also a psychological quirk to be aware of. If you've just done due diligence finding a system you like, your organization has spent a lot of money on it, and you like the sales force and vendor people you've met, you will tend to be pleased with the system. You invested part of your ego in it and to find it disappointing is then a negative reflection on your ego. If you get a ''lemon,'' your ego defense tends to be to blame the vendor -they deceived you, so how could you make a correct decision?
There are many cautionary tales about surveys. There was at least one RIS that, on the basis of surveys of customers who had purchased the system but had not yet implemented it, made a number of key sales. The product was not completed, was delivered (if at all) way behind schedule, and had major flaws. However, those initial buyers were very pleased with the sales pitch they had gotten and were pleased to tell others how they had come to the decision to buy. The KLAS surveys, to the best of my knowledge, are based on an installed user base, NOT on preinstallation reviews.
Political polling is another example of a survey that can be problematic. Even with random sampling methods, pollsters still have the problem of disinterested or undecided voters being unwilling to respond to a survey.
